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The summary of the main result of this paper is to show that if a bounded 
Banach space operators representation of a Lie algebra (or equivalently uni- 
formly continuous representations of a connected locally compact group) is 
irreducible, then the representation is finite dimensional. 
Singer [lo] obtained the following result: if a Lie algebra x admits a faithful 
representation by bounded skew-adjoint operators in Hilbert space, then x splits 
into the direct sum of its center 3 and a compact semisimple Lie algebra $1. 
This implies in particular that each irreducible representation of a Lie algebra, 
by bounded skew-adjoint operators (or equivalently each unitary uniformly 
continuous irreducible representation of a connected Lie group), is finite 
dimensional. 
Our paper has the purpose of generalizing Singer’s results to uniformly 
continuous representations of Lie groups and algebras in Banach space. This 
of course requires some modification of basic notions. Thus in our first heorem 
we replace the assumption of unitary of group representation by that of bounded- 
ness. Correspondingly for operators of a Lie algebra a condition is introduced 
which generalizes skew-symmetry in Hilbert case. In the second theorem we 
impose no limitations on operators of representation but assume it to be both 
topologically and operatorially irreducible. 
Let G be a group, g F+ T, be its Banach representation. 
DEFINITION 1. The representation T is called bounded, if sup{‘/ T, /I : g E G) 
*: co. 
DEFINITION 2. An operator S on Banach space E is called quasi-skew-adjoint, 
if its one parametric group t ++ exp tS (t E R) is bounded. 
THEOREM 1 (cf. [lo, Corollary I]). Every Lie algebra x of bounded quasi-skew- 
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adjoint operators onBanach space E is isomorphic to a direct sum of an Abelian 
Lie algebra and a compact semisimple Li algebra. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 let us note that quasi-skew-adjoint operators 
retain some properties of the usual skew-adjoint operators in Hilbert space. 
For instance: 
LEMMA 1. If A is a quasi-skew-adjoint operator, whose spectrum consists of a 
single point ih, then A = ih ’ I is a scalar operator. 
Reformulating Lemma 1 in group terms we get: if the spectrum of a bounded 
representation t +-+ exp tA = Ts of the group R consists of a single character 
x(t) = eiAt, then Tt = eiAt .I is a scalar representation. In such a form this 
result can be derived from Godement’s paper [4], which concerns the connec- 
tions between Beurling’s spectrum of bounded functions on a locally compact 
Abelian group G, and its bounded representations g ++ T, on Banach space E. 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be bounded operators ona Banach space E. If their 
commutator C = [A, B] = A.B - B.A is quasi-skew-adjoint and commutes 
with B, then C = 0. 
Indeed in view of the well-known Kleiniecke-Shirokov theorem [7], the 
spectrum of C is (0). Th en f rom Lemma 1 immediately it follows that C = 0. 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 1 is as that presented in [lo], namely, as 
shown in [lo], if given any two elements x and y of a Lie algebra x the equality 
[[x, y], y] = 0 implies [x, y] = 0, then x contains no non-Abelian solvable Lie 
subalgebras. On the other hand, each Lie algebra satisfying the latter property is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of its center and a semisimple compact Lie sub- 
algebra. 
COROLLARY 1. Each topologically irreducible representation T of a Lie algebra x 
by bounded quasi-skew-adjoint operators (or equivalently each irreducible bounded 
umformly continuous representation T of a connected Lie group G) is finite dimen- 
sional. 
We may confine ourselves to the case of Lie groups. Let us identify the 
group G with its image Gr = T(G). The Lie algebra gr of the group G, splits 
by Theorem 1 into the direct sum 8, = b @ f, where b is an Abelian Lie 
algebra and I is a compact Lie algebra. In the same way the corresponding 
simply connected Lie group Gr of gi splits into the product Gr = H x K, 
where H is an Abelian group and K is a compact group. 
Denote by T(l) = T ( H and T f2) = T 1 K the restrictions of the representa- 
tion Ton subgroups Hand K. Let CJ = u(T(~)) be a spectrum of T(l) in the sense 
of [8]. I claim that (T consists of a single character x E I?, a dual group 
of H. Indeed as proved in’[8] the spectrum of a bounded representation of an 
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Abelian locally compact group H is a nonempty and closed subset of its dual 
group l?. So there exists a character x E o. In the case of another point x1 E (7 
existing, a compact neighborhoud d of x could be chosen such that x1 $3. 
The corresponding spectral subspace E(d) is nontrivial (see [8]), and one can 
easily show that it is invariant under the cornmutant of T(i). In particular, E(nj 
is an invariant subspace of the whole representation I’, which contradicts T’s 
irreducibility. So we get CT( To)) = (x>, and as noted above T,, := x(h) . I (A c I-I) 
is a scalar representation. Then the other restriction T’“) is irreducible along 
with T; and K being compact one immediately obtains dim T = dim T’?) _. Y 
C‘OROLLARY 2. Each topologically irreducible bounded uniformly continuous 
representation of a connected locally compact group is finite dimensional. 
Indeed the image Gr == T(G) of such a group in the set of all invertible 
operators on the space E is a connected locally compact group without small 
subgroups. In view of the well-known results concerning the fifth problem of 
Hilbert (see, for instance, [6]), G, is a connected Lie group and the previous 
corollary is applicable. 
C'OR~LLARY 3 (cf. [lo, Corollary 31). A complex semisimple Lie algebra has 
no nontrivial representations by bounded quasi-skew-adjoint operators; corre- 
sponding[\q a connected complex semisimple Lie group has no nontrivial bounded 
uniformlj~ continuous representations. 
Let us now proceed to study the operatorially irreducible representations. 
~~EFISITION 3. A representation T of group (or algebra) on Banach space B 
is called operatorially irreducible if its cornmutant CT}’ in the algebra B(B) of all 
bounded operators on E consists of scalar operators. 
THEOREM 2. Each operatorially and topological& irreducible representation 
of a Lie algebras x by bounded operators on a Banach space E is,finite dimensional. 
Let us note that for solvable Lie algebras this result was obtained by Foias 
and Sabac [2]. In that case, of course, dim T :~ 1. 
In what follows we shall assume the Lie algebra x to be a complex one. 
passing if necessarily to its complexification. 
The following two lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 2. 
1,et g be a semisimple complex Lie algebra, x .+ R, be a finite-dimensional 
representation of R on a space I’. We shall call R nondegenerate if its nil subspace 
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Denote by /l the set of all vectors 5 E V, each of which is an eigenvector of 
some R, (x E g), depending on 5, with a nonzero eigenvalue, 
R,(5) = At> A # 0. 
LEMMA 3. If R is nondegenerate, then the linear span of A, L(A), is equal to V. 
Proof. Denote by Q the set of all regular elements of g (see for definition [l I, 
Chap. 81). As known, .Q is an open and everywhere dense subset of g. Moreover, 
each operator R, (x E Q) is semisimple, meaning R, splits the space V into the 
direct sum of its eigensubspaces, 
v = V,(x) 0 c v&4, VA(x) = {(E V / R,(t) = h5‘j. 
.A #O 
Obviously all V,(X) with h # 0 belong to fl. Denote by V(x) the image of R, , 
V(,, = R,(V) = @ V,(x). 
A#0 
It is easily seen that the linear span L{ V(x) j x E Q} is an invariant subspace 
of R. By Weyl’s principle of complete reducibility ([ll , Chap. S]), it possesses 
an invariant complement WC V upon which a zero representation of g acts. 
Therefore W = 0 and L(A) = L{ V(x) 1 x E Q} = V. 
LEMMA 4. If a pair of bounded operators on Banach space E satisfies a com- 
mutation relation [A, BJ = hB, h # 0, then B is nilpotent, i.e., B” = 0. 
The proof of this statement is well known (see, for instance, [2]). 
Let now x be a complex Lie algebra and T a faithful topologically and 
operatorially irreducible Banach representation of X. The proof of Theorem 2 
is given by the following three steps. We write s = 11 @ g as a semidirect sum 
of the radical r) (the maximal solvable ideal of X) and a semisimple subalgebra g 
([ll, Chap. 71). First we reduce the general case to the case that the radical n 
has a trivial center. Second we show that a solvable Lie algebra n has no non- 
trivial weights. Both of these claims are valid, if and only if t) = 0. So we get 
s = g to be semisimple. To complete the proof in this case we use a standard 
“unitary trick” of Weyl, and proceed to the compact form I of a complex 
semisimple Lie algebra g (see [I 1, Chap. 91). The restriction of T on f is still 
topologically and operatorially irreducible. A compact simply connected Lie 
group K corresponds to the Lie algebra f, and a representation T of f is trans- 
ferred to K by the formula: 
T expz = exp Tz (x E f). 
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It is easily seen that with such a transfer T remains topologically and opera- 
torially irreducible; and K being compact we finally obtain dim 7’ . x 
Kow we have only to prove the above first and second claims. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a Lie algebra x -=- 11 @) CJ be faithfully represented by 
Banach space operators, x - Ts (x E I), and let T be topologically and operatorial& 
irreducible. Denote by 3 the center of its radical I). Then either 3 :: 0, OY dim 3 I 
and the algebra x splits into the direct sum x, @ 3, where 3 is represented by scalar 
operators, the restriction 7’ ~ x, is topologicall~ and operatorial!v irreducible. and 
the radical 11~ of x, has a trizial renter. 
Proof. The center of any Lie algebra is known to be invariant under all its 
derivations. So 3 is an ideal of the whole X. In particular the adjoint representa- 
tion s -+ ad,,. of the semisimple Lie subalgebra g C x acts upon 3. According to 
Q~evl’s principle, it splits into the direct sum of zero and nondegenerate ones, 
i.c., 3 = 3,, Q> 3r , where ad,,. i 3,, =- 0 and ad,. ~ $1 is nondegenerate. ObviousI!, 
3,, coincides with the center of the whole algebra X. So, T being operatoriall!. 
irreducible, all operators {T, z E 3(,) are scalar. The ideal 3t in its turn is, h\ 
1,emma 3, a linear span of elements ~1 E 3 satisfying 
Then Lemma 4 implies that all operators T,, are nilpotent. Since 3r is com- 
mutative all operators {T, z E 31] are nilpotent. But it is well known that a 
commutative algebra of nilpotent operators has a nontrivial kernel 
On the other hand, the kernel of an ideal of a Lie algebra is invariant under a 
representation of the whole algebra, and that contradicts the topological irre- 
ducibility of T. So 3r = 0, and 3 = 3” is represented by scalar operators. The 
representation T being faithful, one gets either 3 :~ 0 or dim 3 I. 
Let us consider the second case. So we have dim 3 =: I. The two following 
possibilities arise: 
(a) The center 3 belongs to the derived subalgebra [TV, t)] of 1). ‘1’0 
prove 3 = 0 here, we can use the following theorem [.5], analogous to Lie’s 
weight theorem: any representation T of a solvable Lie algebra in a Banach 
space E possesses a “weight” x, which means that there exists a sequence 
-{e,,]t , C E such that ‘1 [, ‘I = I and 
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Obviously any weight x on 1) annihilates [I), ~1, in particular X(Z) = 0, z E 3. 
But T, = h . I is scalar. Hence T, = 0 and z = 0. 
(b) The center 3 Q‘ [t), s]. As noted above, the one-dimensional subspace 
3 C 11 is invariant under all operators ad,(x E g), so it admits an invariant com- 
plement 111 1 [I), 91. Both q1 and 3 are ideals of the whole algebra x and x splits 
into the direct sum 3 @ x1 , where X, = 111 @ g. The restriction T / X, preserves 
both kinds of irreducibility and the subalgebra x1 possesses the required prop- 
erty, namely, the center of its radical IJ~ is trivial. The proposition is thus 
proved. 
~ROPOWlTON 2. If a Lie algebra s admits a faithful topologically irreducible 
representation T, then its radical I) has no nontrivial weight. 
Prooj. By Lie’s weight theorem the adjoint representation of a solvable Lie 
algebra 1) possesses a weight a, i.e., 
% = {y E 11 ! ad,(y) = or(x)y, VX E s} # 0. 
It is easily verified that 11, is invariant under all derivations of g, in particular 
llR is an ideal of the whole X. Suppose that ol is nontrivial. 
Then for any y E Ila there exists x E I), such that [x, y] = Xy, X -f- 0. By 
Lemma 4, all operators T, are nilpotent. As above, a solvable Lie algebra of 
nilpotent operators has a nontrivial kernel N, which is invariant under the whole 
representation T of x. This contradiction proves Proposition 2 and Theorem 2 
as well. 
COROLLARY 4. Each uniformly continuous topologically and operatorially 
irreducible Banach representation (in particular each completely irreducible 
representation) of a connected locally compact group G is Jinite dimensional. 
Once again we consider the image G1 = T(G) and apply to it Theorem 2 
and the results concerning the fifth problem of Hilbert. 
Remark. In special cases the claim of operatorial irreducibility of a representa- 
tion can be removed owing to “generalized Schur’s lemma.” We shall note two 
of them. The first one concerns algebras of operators, which contain a non- 
trivial compact operator. Here Schur’s lemma is a consequence of a remarkable 
result of Lomonosov [9; see also 121. The second one deals with paratransitive 
(in the sense of [3]) algebras of operators in Hilbert space. In both cases the 
formulation of corresponding statements is obvious. The first case can also be 
formulated as follows: if a Lie algebra of operators on infinite-dimensional 
Banach space has a nontrivial compact operator, then it possesses a nontrivial 
invariant subspace. In such a form it generalizes the well-known Aronszajn- 
Smith result [I]. 
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